This paper explores the notion of a Deaf translation norm and its use in the rendering of English mainstream television broadcast news into British Sign Language (BSL). The Deaf translation norm incorporates the community identity and fluency of the translator/interpreter (T/I). Historically this is a role that Deaf bilinguals have undertaken and in part involves the higher level of agency that the T/I exerts within the situation. In present day this differs from a historic role now that the translation event happens in the public sphere rather than within the community. To ensure that the Deaf audience has an optimally relevant BSL text to watch and understand, the Deaf translation norm incorporates enrichments and impoverishments into the BSL text according to their understanding of the English text and the video footage that is shown simultaneously on screen. This creates a BSL text that utilises the multimedia environment to reduce the cognitive effort of the Deaf audience.
be seen as valid within a majority context from a minority context, there is no room for any of Venuti's (1998) suggestions for a translation preserving difference -rather there is the need for domestication and trying to ensure the naturalness of the TL 5 .
This parallels the situation in the broadcasting context for BSL T/Is.
In this context, the audience not only comprises the Deaf target audience, but also a mainstream audience that sees the in-vision T/Is. The T/Is must construct a product that is not only acceptable to the Deaf audience but also to the mainstream audience in terms of cultural expectation (Woll, 2000) such as fewer grammatical facial movements and a speed perceived by the mainstream audience (themselves ignorant of the TL) to be appropriate in this medium.
Interpreted/translated television news in the UK is broadcast in two different formats, headline news summaries or weekly news reviews, with the T/Is finding themselves in two different situations. In the first situation, found in news week review broadcasts, the Deaf T/Is (as 'presenters') are acknowledged as being present and introduce themselves and the hearing anchor. They present some of the news stories and perhaps engage in some interaction with the hearing anchor in BSL. The Deaf T/ Is in this role have had access to the script beforehand, have prepared how they will present this information, and are following the newsreader's autocue when presenting.
In the second situation, the Deaf T/Is are there to present the news stories of a reporter on location or with video footage and a voiceover. The Deaf T/Is have again had sight of the script beforehand and prepared their presentation of the information. The Deaf T/Is will have been introduced by the anchor (hearing only, if during a news headlines format; hearing and Deaf during a news week review format) and will not be present other than to present the information in the news story.
In both situations the Deaf T/Is read an English script, prepare a BSL translation of that script and then read the English autocue whilst presenting their BSL version of 5 Target Language in this case BSL the information. The situations differ, though, in the status of the Deaf T/I: in the first situation they are co-presenting information with the newsreader (in the anchor position) and in the second situation they are re-presenting pre-recorded news from a reporter.
When the Deaf T/Is are in the anchor position, the hearing anchors co-presents information with their Deaf anchor colleagues from the same autocue and co-operate with each other so that the needs of the Deaf audience are taken into account, especially the speed that information is presented in spoken English. The anchors work together creating greater space and time for the Deaf T/Is to make translation additions to the news stories so that the translation is relevant to the audience. As one of the informants says:
I know that the news team they try to give me time, lengthen it per story, often, it depends on the producer, if they know when to slow done or give me longer, for some it's short and that's that, that can happen but it's rare (Kim) When the Deaf T/Is are translating reports, however, the English voice-over is prerecorded and so this imposes a fixed time within which the translation must occur.
The space created whilst the Deaf T/Is are a 'presenter' also allows for the Deaf T/I anchor to introduce things, e.g. the names of protagonists and their ages. This can then make things easier for the Deaf T/Is translating the reports, since this information no longer needs to be included. The Deaf T/I anchors greet the audience but this is something that the Deaf T/Is as translators also try to do in any case, to build a good rapport with the audience. This act of being present in the second situation, however, is brief when compared with the highly present nature of the anchor Deaf T/Is. The Deaf T/Is do not see the task of 'anchor' and 'signer' differently in terms of an act of translation, but they are aware that they are labelled differently according to how they appear on screen. Similarly, whilst the Deaf T/Is know that they are translating the English, they are doing this within a mainstream news programme and see themselves as newsreaders for the Deaf community. They are members of this community and one of the highest things valued by the Deaf T/Is is that they produce a comprehensible TL for their target audience.
The historic roots
The Deaf T/Is understand the role that they undertake in television to be a role that bilingual Deaf people have undertaken for many years. Since the inception of Deaf clubs, the bilingual Deaf person has supported the community by translating letters, newspapers and information generally to semi-lingual (Hinnenkamp, 2005; SkutnabbKangas, 1981) and monolingual Deaf people. This still happens today. This is considered part of one's responsibility to the community, and is an example of the reciprocal sharing of skills within the community's collectivist culture (Smith, 1996) .
The rendering of broadcast news is the first time that this role has emerged into the public domain.
It is worth bearing in mind that the Deaf community is not able to commission which news will be translated. Unlike when a member of the community takes their letter, or a newspaper article to be translated, the news being translated is that chosen by hearing, non-Deaf, producers and journalists. The Deaf bilinguals exercised their judgement in informing the semi-lingual and monolingual Deaf people about events happening in mainstream society. So to some extent the Deaf bilinguals acted as gatekeepers to the information being passed on to their community (Ladd, 2003; Vuorinen, 1995) , in that if they did not think that the information was relevant then this information was not passed onto the community. This is where the new role differs because neither the Deaf community nor the Deaf T/Is choose the news that is to be rendered for the Deaf community. And some of the news scripts that the Deaf T/Is are asked to work with are not judged, by the Deaf T/ Is, to be of interest (or relevant) to the Deaf audience: some of the reports are really coming from hearing culture, but we have to deliver the information, we can't edit it or change it, but just deliver it (Rebecca) When using the script as a guide, the Deaf T/Is move towards considering themselves as bilingual newsreaders, both when they are anchors and when they are 'signers'.
They do not consider themselves knowers of the information per se, but as deliverers of information approaching that information delivery from a translation perspective.
One of the Deaf T/I informants states:
If the text is clear then I can produce the information clearly, if the information is complex I don't repeat it complexly as the audience would not understand it, I need to make changes, what it means exactly, then I ignore the script, change the delivery so that I say exactly what the story means, then add the details and build it up so that it matches the meaning of the script. (Clark) This action fulfils a role that historically proficient English readers would have had in the Deaf community.
first interpreter been years ago … always have Deaf "interpreter" always … I don't mean for example maybe hearing that then straight away sign it to Deaf, no I mean what's going on in society, tell Deaf that interesting, that, Deaf oh wow, interesting that, we've always had that, to me that's part of interpreting, like newspaper morning been read or TV been read then let people know, oh that was really bad, you know, and explain that Deaf really interested, that always have, or Deaf have letter, know someone excellent English, ask them to explain, always have but that has always been in the community rather than open and public (Clark) The historic role informs the translation style that the Deaf T/Is use; it is the precursor of the present day Deaf translation norm. The translation act needs to be relevant to the constructed audience (Ruuskanen, 1996) :
Maybe hearing in-vision I look between the subtitles and the in-vision interpreters and I think yes, but I would call it hearing structure, you don't want that, the audience it will fly over their heads, the subtitles are enough, what is the in-vision interpreter there for? It's a waste them being there, I always say that the subtitles and the invision interpreter should be really different, they should be different but the information that you understand for them should be the same, if they are similar then what is the in-vision interpreter there for? (Clark) So that the viewer experiences a parallel understanding of the SL 6 information, the TL draws upon the visual information that is being seen on the screen.
I have to create a clear mental picture for them, which means that I have to try to digest the information and then think how I can sign output which gives them a clear mental picture, by creating a clear picture for myself, then think that's it, I want the Deaf audience to have the same mental picture as me, not sign it so that the Deaf people have to build their own picture bit by bit (Georgina) By pointing towards relevant visual information and using this to inform some of the grammatical decisions (such as the visual shape and size of objects (Supalla, 1986)) this ensure that the TL information is maximally relevant (Gutt, 1998; Setton, 1999; Sperber & Wilson, 1986 Wilson & Sperber, 2002) to the audience.
Relevance to the audience
The Deaf T/Is (aim to) use the English autocue interpretively (Gutt, 1998) , such that they are not creating a 'faithful' TL, but rather a TL that is optimally relevant to the Deaf audience. This involves including information that will have appeared either earlier during the week (for news week review programmes) or earlier in the broadcast (for news headlines). As information is the key to the news broadcast, that is given primacy over other parts of the message such as the metanotative qualities 7 (Isham, 1984) of the newsreader.
Clark (one of the informants) questions some accepted notions of the skopos (Hatim, 2001:73; Vermeer, 2000) or goal of the translation and how the SL is to be used by the in-vision interpreter:
I know that in training interpreters are told not to make additions to what someone says if they are monotonous or boring then you need to match their style to add things so that the audience think it's great … that's a dilemma should you match the style of the person or just deliver the information not give their style over that's hard … there is no easy answer if people specifically ask you to portray the character of 6 Source Language in this case English 7 These are the non-content characteristics that influence or determine a person's overall impressions of the speaker (Isham, 1984: 119) the person then you are clear but I don't think that that is specifically needed in this situation what is important is information (Clark) In other words, the information in the script is understood and re-presented in a way that is pragmatically understood by the audience. The information that has been broadcast previously is used so that the TL can be re-edited to include both enrichments and impoverishments (Sequeiros, 1998 (Sequeiros, , 2002 ; whatever is required to minimise the effort on the part of the constructed audience (Ruuskanen, 1996) .
In some instances the implicatures that are constructed within the BSL text are different from the implicatures of the English text. This ought to be avoided: the invision T/I needs to ensure that the language is used in such a way that it points towards the same inferred meaning as the ST; the BSL needs to be presented as an ostensive utterance in an appropriate way. The TL interpretive utterance will then gain greater resemblance to the SL original (Gutt, 1998) .
The news headlines summary has the least amount of time available for a relevant BSL text. In order to create the most relevant BSL text, the Deaf T/Is therefore like to use the information already available to the Deaf audience via the subtitles and the visual footage in the more comprehensive news previously broadcast to create the most relevant BSL text. If they are to use the additional information previously broadcast to judge how the BSL can be made maximally relevant to the constructed audience, the Deaf T/Is need more information than is contained in the English news summary. One of the informants describes this below:
there is background information on the news, the news from 6 to 25 past has lots of information and I read that to find out what they are talking about, then look at my script, much reduced information, if I feel it can be delivered as is I do it, if there is one word that is difficult I can take information from the larger script add it so that it has the same meaning with that background information, I only started doing this recently and Clark is the same, it's good restructuring and adding background information so that it is clear … really for a Deaf audience it's only 30 seconds, what I feel is appropriate information from the larger script, I can't tell the script writers that their summary is poor so I add information, just one or two pieces so it's clear (Rebecca) So the Deaf T/Is not only enrich the SL, but also act as a journalist to the extent that they appropriately edit the larger story for the headlines summary. This happens within the constraints of the time and visual information that is being shown on the screen. It also fulfils the agency that they believe they should use to fulfil the Deaf translation norm.
Deaf translator role to interpreter role
One of the news review programmes changed its format slightly throughout the course of the research. Rather than just being a review of the week's news, the programme also included a preview of television programmes that were to be broadcast in the coming week. The floor manager also changed with the new format.
The previous floor manager had worked well with the Deaf T/Is, so that they felt accepted as part of the team. The new floor manager saw the Deaf T/Is as outside of the team so that the Deaf T/Is felt that there was little acceptance of them as part of the newsreading team.
The Deaf T/Is felt that after filming a section in the new format, their agency was limited and changes could not be made. In the previous style programme, if the Deaf T/Is were not satisfied with their work, there was an opportunity for the section to be re-filmed. In the eyes of the Deaf T/Is this lack of agency was compounded by the format of the new style programme. It comprised many clips and short pieces of information, combined with video footage. This style of programming gave the Deaf T/Is little chance to re-structure or re-order the news and programme information.
One of the Deaf T/Is, Kat, reported to me that they felt like a HEARING INTERPRETER 8 . I raised this issue with the other informants and they agreed with this sentiment.
8 The BSL signs are glossed using upper-case lettering (e.g. HEARING).
This seems to indicate that for the Deaf T/Is this confined role is more indicative of the 'hearing'(or non-Deaf) interpreter. The Deaf T/Is want more agency (Inghilleri, 2003; Rudvin, 2002 Rudvin, , 2004 within the broadcast news. The hearing interpreter, from the Deaf T/Is' perspective, collude with the institution by not demanding greater time and space to include cultural and linguistic adjustments and enrichments in the TL .
The preliminary norm (Toury, 1978 (Toury, /revised 1995 is one where Deaf T/Is are not able to choose the news items that are translated. In spite of this, the Deaf T/Is feel that in some contexts they are given enough agency to create some idea of ownership of the process and the information.
on Newsweek or the headlines we are always talking about changing to match the audience … we have to find out what the background information is, the script may not be clear, and so we need the background information so that we can put those in and sign it so that it is understood by the audience, we need to put in cultural information (Clark) When this agency is denied them, they feel used by the institution in perpetuating mainstream values. some of the reports are really coming from hearing culture but we have to deliver the information we can't edit it or change it but just deliver it, sometimes they are trying to be funny and I would question whether the Deaf audience gets it or not, because it is a hearing thing, but I can't do anything about that that's beyond my control (Rebecca) This conflicts with the Deaf T/Is' historic and cultural rationale for being employed. Accordingly, the Deaf T/Is are unable to fulfil the skopos of the translation as they see it. The Deaf T/Is are not able to adhere to their Deaf translation norm. This Deaf translation norm is, however, a value that is shared by the Deaf T/Is and not necessarily identified by nor accommodated by the news broadcast institutions.
Presence
The Deaf T/Is see themselves as being more 'present' (Stolze, 2004) when delivering the news information in BSL when compared with the hearing interpreters. They believe that this greater presence is a core part of the Deaf translation norm
The Deaf T/Is are re-presenting the information:
we look at the whole thing, take it on board, chew on it, conceptualise the whole thing, what it is, then take on board that conceptualisation and present that in BSL (Georgina) So the information is not 'just' translated or interpreted into BSL but presented to the audience. There is no notion of neutrality embodied in that presentation.
This presence means that the Deaf T/Is see themselves more closely in the role of bilingual reporter/journalist than interpreter. There is some ownership of the information and the way that this is presented to the Deaf audience.
simultaneous interpreting just goes on and on and on, you focus on processing and editing and reformulating information, and as you said relay the information, so I feel that for it to become Deaf you have to be in it, for it to become a full translation it has to be consecutive … it is more BSL when you sign … you have the information in your head and sign it clearly to the Deaf person, that creates instant rapport, with simultaneous you are out of the information (Kim) if you are reading written materials understanding them and then translating them for an audience that is still consecutive because you take it section by section (Kim) So by not undertaking an online process, the Deaf T/Is are able to have greater rapport with their constructed audience. And this is how the Deaf T/Is create presence in their renderings.
This presence occurs more readily when the news stories are deemed relevant by the Deaf T/Is. When the news stories are viewed as inappropriate for a Deaf audience, then the Deaf T/Is move into functioning in the way they perceive the hearing interpreters to work. The Deaf T/Is become more detached from the information and less present when delivering the news story.
Translation Performance
One of the things raised about the translation of the English into BSL is that there is still a performance factor to this task. Unlike the translation of two written languages, with the translation of a written language into an unwritten language there is a limit to the extent to which the TL can be edited. The longer the news story, the less the Deaf T/Is are able to construct a fully edited TL. And even with short news stories, if it is a live broadcast, once the broadcast has started any performance errors need to be corrected 'online'. This is also true to a lesser extent with pre-recorded broadcasts, if the Deaf T/Is are seen as part of the team and allowed to re-record stories.
This seems to be related to the nature of the interaction between having a prepared translation that is memorised and a scrolling autocue that acts as a prompt but is not a separately prepared autocue containing a gloss. The SL is still written English, but a translation has been mentally prepared. As such there is a translation performance issue because BSL is an unwritten language.
I feel the task is interpreting when, if I have been mentally processing then that is interpreting, me if I have been processing, like TV news you are right, I feel it is translation, but I am still processing, reading the autocue, processing and changing it into sign, that means processing, so I feel TV news is a mixture of interpreting and translating (Kim) The English on the autocue is the same as that used by the newsreader and any notes in English or glosses are not prepared on a separate autocue for the Deaf T/Is. In this way the interaction differs from consecutive interpreting, where notes of the SL can be written down prior to reformulation. The reformulation is undertaken by the Deaf T/Is beforehand, but if this cannot be remembered due to the live nature of the translation, then the English autocue will still interfere with the TL production when being broadcast.
if you do not remember the translation, the autocue is fixed … that's difficult, sometimes I remember I can sign sometimes and not follow the autocue, it interfere influence our [Deaf T/Is] structure (Georgina) This is compounded by the lack of control that the Deaf T/Is have in a live broadcast when compared with interpreting in a meeting. The meeting can be stopped and clarifications can be made, but this is not possible during a live television broadcast.
In a pre-recorded programme this is also something that comes into play. This is analogous to language competence and performance (Akmajian, 1995) where internal language competence cannot be judged by performance errors. A native language user can have intuitions about the grammaticality of a sentence whilst making mistakes in production because performance errors occur. This happens in the case of translating oral languages, although signed languages maybe the only example of unwritten languages being translated, when due to the performance of the translation errors occur. So, whilst the translator can construct an internal 'mental' translation using their translation competence, and judge the grammaticality of another translation, errors can still occur in the translations they produce themselves.
Clark is really skilled at presenting sometimes you can tell if the script was given to him last minute but most of the time it doesn't bother him and he signs naturally Clark is good and one of the few compared to others and we know he can read and understand and memorise the information and you know he is skilled at translating he doesn't allow the order to influence him at all and so he just delivers the information sometimes he is reading but that doesn't affect his output but sometimes you catch him hesitating and you know that it is last minute information that he hasn't had a chance to fully digest but when he does have time he is great (Kim) Interestingly, when a story is repeated and the Deaf T/Is become more familiar with the information they are more able to act as information deliverers.
sometimes me nothing mentally processing, nothing sometimes, I read the script, translate it but I already know the information, I don't need to think, like if it is a repeated news story, like Soham the small girls murdered, that was repeated so I did not need to process (Kim) The less familiar the information is to the Deaf T/Is, the more likely they are to perform in a way that is perceived to be like a hearing interpreter. Here the information is unscripted and so less familiar to the Deaf T/I than a scripted piece. Even though an interpreter will rely on prediction skills and will prepare for a job, there is still a different level of known information in a fully scripted SL to be translated when compared with a live meeting.
When space is given for the translation to be made so that a real connection can be made with the audience that is when one acts according to the Deaf translation norm.
This relates to the idea that there have always been information sharers and their responsibility within the community is to ensure that the Deaf community members understand the information. In fact the notion of simultaneous interpreting clearly is not conducive with a Deaf translation style, and does not form part of the Deaf translation norm.
9 There are times when Deaf T/Is work between two sign languages such as BSL and ASL (American Sign Language -an unrelated sign language to BSL) Hearing interpreters are deemed to follow their professional rules, which are seen as mainstream led and not Deaf culturally sensitive, rather than being involved in the information and involved in ensuring that the message is understood.
theirs, I feel interpreting hearing theirs, I feel the rules, how to behave, stiff, how to sign, all these rules, they are trained, like that, I feel that is there (Kat) the information is signed outside of the interpreter (Georgina) This last quotation regards the language style that the hearing interpreters are seen to adopt by the Deaf T/Is. Rather than being involved in a scene and using either constructed dialogue or constructed action 10 the hearing interpreters use other devices (Quinto-Pozos, in press). This lack of involvement, described as empathetic and participatory by Ong (1982) , compounds the lack of language adjustment on the part of the hearing interpreters.
It is important to say at this juncture that this neither describes all hearing interpreters (or Deaf T/Is as contrasting with the hearing interpreters), nor describes the needs of all of the Deaf community. the point is interpreters can hear the information and relay it, Deaf can relay the information too, but in a Deaf way, the Deaf can follow, suits Deaf way but if they don't that becomes like interpreting (Kat) The comments of the Deaf T/Is are couched within the notion of the differences between Deaf T/Is and hearing interpreters where those differences could be seen as problematic. There are hearing interpreters who are able to take control of communicative situations (and, conversely, Deaf interpreters who are not). There are those in the community who are less empowered because of their language usage and 10 This is the sign language equivalent of reported speech where the person signing either becomes the person and reports their speech or enacts their actions need greater action on the part of the interpreter in terms of ensuring that the message is understood. In this situation, the Deaf T/Is describe the need for a Deaf T/I to be brought in to act as an intermediary. This greater action to ensure that the message is understood is something that the Deaf T/Is also take within the media. To that extent the Deaf translation norm is not just about doing a 'good' translation but creating a TL that is understood.
Again lots of the time we all think that we are aiming for people like us and those that we mix with, often we forget grass roots Deaf people and it's worse for grass roots Deaf people because the newspaper isn't accessible because it's in English, the TV subtitles don't provide access, so really the programme is for them not to others who have access, they have it already (Kat)
Identity
The Deaf T/Is are well aware of their core membership in the community. This comes from being born into and growing up in the Deaf community. The Deaf T/Is still socialise with the Deaf community, as that is their home community. This reinforces the Deaf T/Is identity and adeptness at modifying their language so as to be understood by other members of their community.
The Deaf interpreters make decisions in relation to their translations according to how they construct themselves as core community members who regularly interact with the Deaf community.
Deaf people identify those [language] factors without thinking about it and adjust their language without training, they just adjust their language because this the community they mix in, so they just know how to adjust their language (Clark) When the Deaf T/Is categorise 'hearing' (non-Deaf) interpreters as non-members of the Deaf community, they then do not want to license these non-Deaf interpreters to make similar decisions with respect to the TL.
[hearing] interpreters dip in and out of the [Deaf] community, if a hearing interpreter was deeply involved in the community all the time then maybe they could take on board all of these factors perhaps, but most interpreters now a days dip in and out, that's it, they work in the community and then leave, it's rare that interpreters now a days are like those in the past, that was different, they were part of the community and socialised within it, it's different now (Clark) as I read down the text I pick out what my mental picture which is automatically the same as Deaf people but those interpreting read the information and try to change the order but the picture they have isn't right (Kim) The aim of the Deaf translation norm is to remove traces of the SL so that the TL audience perceive the text as their own. In this way the Deaf T/Is use this space on televised news broadcasts to create a Deaf space.
maybe Deaf read the script, have understanding of it, they have their experience, their background, their own, this they relate to the script, and add cultural knowledge, maybe hearing read the English autocue or hear it, they think, oh yes, I know, before, have over there, relate to autocue, I feel hearing maybe have limit, through have to be Deaf to empathise, same Deaf have limit through English script (Kat) Similarly it is reported by the Deaf T/I informants that there are some Deaf T/Is using hearing interpreters as role models.
Hearing interpreters should copy Deaf interpreters but it's happening the other way round Deaf interpreters are copying hearing interpreters why is that? (Kat) This seems to imply that the Deaf interpreters are not following the Deaf translation norm, but rather using models that are used by hearing interpreters. It is a complex matter, because hearing interpreters are the norm in most situations other than television. The hearing interpreters can interact with the mainstream majority and theirs is clearly the dominant discourse within the sign language interpreting profession.
The Deaf translation norm is something that has evolved and developed within the Deaf community. It is this home grown quality that is important in creating a Deaf space on television. A translation that the Deaf constructed audience identify with.
although there are some Deaf in-vision here and elsewhere the rest are not suitable, they are not native users of BSL, sign with bad articulation, fingerspelling, not clear, shame that group not better, more groups then can compare, at the moment too many learn BSL late, become in-vision, it's a mess, some hearing interpreters better than them, yes, (Rebecca) not criticism but hearing interpreters good but not have some specific skills, like really hearing will never have those skills, same Deaf with never have some skills that hearing have never, I think it's possible for us impossible for them, through influence from sound, impossible, way of thinking, impossible, do your best fine, but Deaf natural, grow up natural, comma full-stop from head, you tell me I've been I don't know why, not taught in school, how to move head nothing, just using language naturally have head movement there natural (Rebecca) So notions of naturalness are an important part of the Deaf translation norm and that comes from growing up in the community and being natively fluent in the language.
Similarly, it would appear that this is not something that hearing interpreters can achieve, although there are aspects of this translation norm that can be achieved. If an interpreter is Deaf (hearing), then they have grown up in the community and potentially have a high degree of fluency, but cannot reduce the influence that hearing sound has on their way of thinking.
Institutional limits
In striving to achieve a TL product that is understood with minimal additional processing effort on the part of the audience, when compared with BSL that is not a translation, the Deaf T/Is still have to work within the limits of the organisation for which they are working.
I'm in their hearing news, me in hearing, their news, I do not make big changes to Deaf-cultural their way, me no, at first when learning it was a struggle, now I do not always sign in a strong Deaf way, really should and can float between strong Deaf and less strong, me not so strong Deaf, I have thought why, of course it is because it is hearing news, their structure, that means how can I radically change it to Deaf's if it is based on English, based on hearing structure, it would have to be the other way round with me sitting at the desk an the hearing person standing at the side, that would be Deaf (Kim) The Deaf audience relies solely on the ability of the Deaf T/Is to provide access to the hearing news, without any support during the broadcast from the hearing institution.
The autocue is the feed that the hearing newsreader has and an additional camera with autocue, with a different BSL structured script, could easily be set up for the Deaf T/ Is. This is not necessarily the preferred way of working for the Deaf T/Is, but it is the minimum that the television studio could do to accommodate Deaf T/Is to perform a live translation of the news.
It would be interesting to interview the television newsreaders and others within the institution to have a greater understanding of their motivations for having Deaf T/Is on the news. Now that there is legislation that a specified percentage of broadcast television is mandated to have BSL interpretation or be a BSL based programme, as well as the official recognition of BSL in 2003, this may influence their behaviour in accommodating the Deaf T/Is. The question that this raises is whether there is a genuine commitment to access for the Deaf community with BSL as a first or preferred language, or if the prime motivation in having Deaf T/Is is to satisfy legislative obligations and that the Deaf T/Is must work within the limits set by the institution.
